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ABSTRACT
Item-to-item recommendation – when the most similar items
sought to the actual item – is an important recommenda-
tion scenario in practical recommender systems. One way
to solve this task is to use the similarity between item fea-
ture vectors of factorization models. By doing so, one may
transfer the well-known accuracy of factorization models ob-
served at the personalized recommendations to the item-to-
item case. This paper introduces context-awareness to item
similarities in the factorization framework. Two levels of
context-aware similarities are defined and applied to two
context-aware implicit feedback based factorization meth-
ods (iTALS and iTALSx). We investigate the advantages
and drawbacks of the approaches on four real life implicit
feedback data sets and we characterize the conditions for
their application. The results suggest that it is worth using
contextual information for item-to-item recommendations in
the factorization framework, however, one should carefully
select the appropriate method to achieve similar accuracy
gain than in the case of the more general item-to-user rec-
ommendation scenario.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [[Artificial Intelligence]]: Learning - Parameter Learn-
ing

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
recommender systems, item-to-item recommendation, im-
plicit feedback, factorization, context-awareness
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Item-to-item recommendation is a typical recommenda-
tion scenario in real-world recommender systems. One can,
for instance, partially overcome the user cold-start prob-
lem by providing non-personalized item-to-item recommen-
dations relevant to a selected/viewed item for a new user.
Items that are most similar to the given item are then dis-
played. The similarity can be here defined in different ways,
using for example metadata (“similar items”) or transac-
tional data (“users viewed this item also purchased the fol-
lowings”). Since the concept of item similarity is an intuitive
notion, typically not explicitly defined for the recommender,
the quality of the similar items greatly depends on the eval-
uation (that is adjusted to business requirements).

Item-based collaborative filtering approaches are occasion-
ally also referred to as item-to-item methods. This is be-
cause similarity based approaches can be easily transformed
into personalized ones (item-to-user) by recommending items
that are similar to the ones in the user’s history. To avoid
confusion, in this paper we use the term item-to-item recom-
mendation for the concept of recommending similar items to
a given item. Therefore, in our case, the recommendation
list does not depend on the visiting user, but only on the
visited item.

Collaborative filtering (CF) recommender algorithms use
only transactional data, yet considered as the state-of-the-
art methodology for personalized recommendation. Factor-
ization based methods compute a low rank vector (feature
vector) for each user and each item, and preferences of a
user on an item is approximated by the scalar product of
the appropriate vectors. In the general item-to-user sce-
nario – where items that satisfy the needs of the user the
most are recommended – factorization based models proved
to be a scalable and accurate way to tackle the recommen-
dation problem. Therefore, we investigate in this paper how
to apply the same framework for item-to-item recommenda-
tions using similarity between the item feature vectors.

CF methods work on transactional data. Transactional
data is often classified into explicit or implicit feedback types.
The main differences are that explicit feedbacks directly de-
scribe the preferences of the user on items (e.g. in the form
of ratings), and both positive and negative preference data
are provided by users. On the other hand, implicit feedback
data are indirect clues for user preferences; that can only be
inferred from user’s navigational and purchase history (its
elements termed as events). For implicit feedback, web shop
usage is a typical example. The presence of an event does not
always mean positive feedback (e.g. whether the product is



satisfactory only turns out after the purchase) therefore the
positive feedback is noisy. But more importantly, the ab-
sence of an event hardly means negative preference, because
the user is usually not aware of the majority of the avail-
able products/content. Thus, with implicit feedback data,
information on negative preferences is not available. This
property makes preference reasoning more difficult both in
term of prediction accuracy and scalability. Nevertheless,
the practical usefulness of the implicit feedback based rec-
ommenders justifies their necessity.

Context-aware recommender systems integrate contextual
information into recommendation approach. In this paper
context is used as “event-context”, that is, context is consid-
ered as a property of a user–item interaction (e.g. time of the
event, actual mood of the user when recommendation is re-
quested, etc.) in contrast to static properties specific to users
(user metadata) or items (item metadata). Context-aware
approaches have substantial advantages over other collabo-
rative filtering methods as they tend to be more accurate
and able to adapt to temporal circumstances (like the mood
of the user).

This paper deals with the intersection of the above four ar-
eas: item-to-item recommendations, context-awareness, im-
plicit feedback data and factorization models. We investi-
gate our recent context-aware tensor factorization methods
(iTALS and iTALSx) from the point of view of item-to-item
recommendations, and we propose how contextual informa-
tion can be integrated into the similarity computation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly re-
views the main advances in item-to-item recommendations
and in context-awareness. The main idea of the paper (i.e.
the incorporation of the context information into similari-
ties) is presented in section 3. In the first part we describe
the models we use; the second part deals with the proposed
approach for each model. We report on our experiments and
results in section 4, where the strengths and weaknesses of
the different approaches are also discussed. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Item-to-item recommendation — just like item-to-user rec-

ommendations — can be classified as content based filtering
(CBF) or collaborative filtering methods (CF). Item-to-item
CF methods are usually neighbor based [17], meaning that
the similarities between items are defined as the similari-
ties between the sets of transactions of the items. Another
approach is to extract association rules [3] from the data.
These rules then can be used to recommend items to the
actual item (e.g. “who viewed this item, also viewed those
items”). This method can perform well in certain application
areas [9].

Context-aware recommender systems (CARS) [1] emerged
as an important research topic in the last years. Recently,
entire workshops were devoted to this topic on major confer-
ences. The application fields of context-aware recommenders
include among other movie [6] and music recommendation
[5], point-of-interest recommendation (POI) [4], citation rec-
ommendation [11]. Context-aware recommender approaches
can be classified into three main groups: pre-filtering, post-
filtering and contextual modeling [2]. Baltrunas and Am-
atriain [5] proposed a pre-filtering approach by partitioned
user profiles into micro-profiles based on the time split of
user event falls, and experimented with different time parti-

tioning. Post-filtering ignores the contextual data at recom-
mendation generation, but disregards irrelevant items (in a
given context) or adjust recommendation score (according
to the context) when the recommendation list is prepared;
see a comparison in [18]. Tensor factorization—falling into
the contextual modeling category—was proposed as a solu-
tion for context-awareness in the factorization framework.
There are different approaches for explicit [16, 19] and im-
plicit feedback data [21, 14, 13].

3. CONCEPT
We present in this section how item-to-item recommen-

dation can be performed using context-aware factorization
models.

3.1 Context-aware factorization models
Before introducing the main idea of this paper, the base

methods are to be introduced. Since we concentrate on the
implicit feedback case, we review iALS, iTALS and iTALSx
methods.

IALS [15] is the seminal method for handling implicit feed-
back in the factorization framework. It factorizes a full bi-
nary matrix — describing the user–item interactions — op-
timizing for weighted root mean squared error (wRMSE) us-
ing alternating least squares (ALS). A cell of the matrix is 1
only if there is at least one transaction between the user and
the item. Therefore the number of zeroes is dominant over
the number of ones in this matrix. The weight correspond-
ing to a cell with zero is 1 and � 1 otherwise. The actual
weight may also depend on the number of transactions be-
tween the given user and item. The method results in two
low rank (feature) matrices: one for the users and one for
the items. Each cell of the original matrix is approximated
by the scalar product of the appropriate user and item fea-
ture vector. IALS computes the feature vectors efficiently
by decomposing the derivatives at the minimizing step into
user-dependent and user-independent parts (see details in
[15]), thus the method scales linearly with the number of
non-zeroes in the original matrix.

ITALS [14] is the generalization of IALS for tensors, and
thus provides a solution for context-aware recommendations
in the implicit case. An additional context dimension is
added to the user–item setting thus extending the matrix
of transactions to a tensor1 and a feature matrix for each
dimension (user, item, context(s)) are provided as output.
ITALS uses the same approximation framework as IALS (bi-
nary input, weighted RMSE as objective function, and ALS
as optimizer), but approximates the cells by the sum of el-
ements in the Hadamard or elementwise product of three
vectors for the given user, item and context-state. Since
the derivatives involve more factors, the decomposition that
allows for efficient calculation time is somewhat more com-
plicated as for IALS. It is shown in [14] that the complexity
of this algorithm can theoretically be the same as that of
the iALS.

ITALSx [13] applies the binary tensor approach with a
different approximation model. The cells are approximated
by the sum of three scalar products: between the user–item,
user–context and item-context feature vectors (see also Ta-

1More than one context dimensions might be added but it
is not advised to use too many of them since then the tensor
becomes extremely sparse.



Table 1: Main properties of used algorithms

Method Model

iALS r̂u,i = (Pu)T Qi

iTALS r̂u,i,c = 1T (Pu ◦Qi ◦ Cc)

iTALSx r̂u,i,c = (Pu)T Qi + (Pu)T Cc + (Qi)
T Cc

Method Implicit? Context? Common properties

iALS Yes No modeling: binary tensor
learning: ALS
optimizing: wRMSE

iTALS Yes Yes
iTALSx Yes Yes

ble 1). It is shown in [13] that the model has the same
complexity as ITALS, that is, it scales linearly with the
number of non-zero inputs in the tensor. The main dif-
ference in angle lies within that iTALS uses context-state
based reweighting of the user–item relations, while iTALSx
considers the effect of context separately for the user and
the item dimensions (by projecting the relation into two di-
mensional subspaces), but meanwhile the singular context
feature vector (per context-state) still ensures that context
features are influenced by both users and items.

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the three approaches.
P , Q, and C are the user, item, and context feature matrices,
each column of a matrix is a feature vector. Users, items and
context-states are indexed by u, i and c respectively, while
the Pu, Qi and Cc denote the appropriate column of the ma-
trix. The r̂u,i value is the predicted preference of the user
on the item (given the current context for context-aware
methods).

3.2 Two levels of context-aware item-to-item
recommendations

Similarity between items must be defined in order to pro-
vide item-to-item recommendations. In the factorization
framework it is the similarity between item feature vec-
tors. Here we investigate two alternatives for similarity:
cosine similarity and scalar product. The main difference
between them is that scalar product favors feature vectors
with higher norm. Usually the norm of the feature vector
is higher for more popular items, therefore those are more
often similar to other items. This might increase accuracy
(as a many users likes popular items), but might also reduce
the diversity and the coverage of recommendations.

It is interesting to note that similarity between item fea-
ture vectors is used, but the models are optimized for pre-
dicting the user–item relations. This is because the desired
similarity between items is not supplied for the system. Also
it is assumed that a good factorization method produces
similar feature vectors to similar items.

Context-aware methods are able to achieve better results
compared to context-unaware ones. This is mainly because
(1) good context separates items and/or users that behave
differently, thus makes it easier to learn the user–item re-
lations more efficiently; (2) different recommendations can
be provided in different situations given that context-states
differ. Based on these observations, two levels of context-
awareness can be incorporated into factorization based sim-

ilarities. The first level is to use the standard similarity

S
(L1)
i,j =

(Pi)
T Pj√

(Pi)
T Pi (Pj)

T Pj

(1)

i.e. cosine similarity between item features, while learning a
context-aware method. If the expressive power of context in-
formation is large the context-aware method will learn more
accurate item models than the context-unaware factoriza-
tion. Therefore the similarities between the items will be
more precise. This approach is only based on (1) and while
a legitimate strategy, it does not exploit the full potential of
context information. For example item-2-item recommen-
dation lists created in this way will be static, that is, he
same set of items is recommended to a given item in every
context-state.

The second level of context-awareness of item similari-
ties leverages the context information through the feature
vector of the context-state. The actual similarity value is
calculated differently for different models2. Equation 2 and
equation 3 defines the second level context-aware similarity
for iTALS and iTALSx respectively3. Both similarities are
context dependent therefore should be indexed with the se-
lected context-state as well (in addition to the indices of the
two compared items).

S
(L2,iTALS)
i,j,c =

1T (Pi ◦ Cc ◦ Pj)√
(Pi)

T Pi (Pj)
T Pj

(2)

S
(L2,iTALSx)
i,j,c =

(Pi)
T Pj√

(Pi)
T Pi (Pj)

T Pj

+
(Pi)

T Cc√
(Pi)

T Pi

+
(Pj)

T Cc√
(Pj)

T Pj

(3)
Let us investigate the differences between the two approaches
in detail. In S(L2,iTALS) the context feature vector re-weights
the scalar product of the two item feature vectors. The im-
portance of a feature depends on the selected context-state.
Some items that are similar in one context-state may be dif-
ferent in another. Consequently, the approach is very sen-
sible for the proper context selection: while context dimen-
sions of context-states that suit the problem well may result
in a much increased accuracy (as the model is fully context-
aware), if the context-states are not appropriately selected

2The calculation of similarity values does not depend on the
loss function, nor on the learning method.
3The equations present the calculations using cosine similar-
ity. For scalar product, the normalization with the length
of the item features should be omitted.



for the problem or the context features are not learned well,
the similarities will be completely uncorrect.

As shown in our ongoing research [13], the personalized
recommendations generated by iTALS may also suffer from
the sensitivity to the proper context selection but the effect
is much smaller there, because the feature vectors are op-
timized using the same model as with the predictions are
made.

On the other hand, S(L2,iTALSx) is a more stable similarity
function approach that depends on the context feature in
less extent. The similarity model has three terms: the first
context-independent term is borrowed from Eq. (1), while
the other two terms are context-dependent capturing how
the given context-state favors the ith and jth items. Unlike
the S(L2,iTALS) similarity, the context feature has no effect
on every term of the similarity prediction, therefore S(L1)

acts as a regularization term, even if the context dependent
promotions/demotions go astray.

We opt for not normalizing the context features in equa-
tions (2), since for the iTALS model, the length of the con-
text feature has no effect on the item ranking in a given
context-state. On the other hand the normalization of the
context vector at the iTALSx model yields a different model,
coined as iTALSxN. The main difference between these mod-
els is that the effect of the item demotions and promotions
are stronger with the non-normalized version.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We used four genuine implicit feedback data sets (LastFM

1K [7], TV1, TV2 [8] and Grocery) to evaluate our algo-
rithm. The properties of the data sets are summarized in
Table 2. The column “Multi” shows the average multiplic-
ity of user–item pairs in the training events.4 Chronological
train–test splits were created. The length of the test period
was selected to be at least one day depending also on the
domain and the frequency of events. We used the artists as
items in LastFM.

Our primary evaluation metric is recall@20. Recall is de-
fined as the ratio of relevant recommended items and rele-
vant items. An item is considered relevant for a user if there
is an event in the test set with the given user and item. Re-
call does not take into account the position of an item on
the recommendation list. We choose cutoff 20 for several
reasons. First, the length of the recommendation list is lim-
ited as users are exposed to a few recommended items at a
time, and their depends on the user interface. However, dur-
ing a user session, several recommendation widgets can be
shown, so user may see 20 recommendations during a visit.
Mean Average Precision (MAP) was used as a secondary
evaluation metric. MAP considers the order of the recom-
mended items thus preferring methods that put the relevant
items at the beginning of the recommendation list. We also
used a cutoff value of 20 for MAP (denoted as MAP@20 ).

We also calculated coverage, a metric that quantifies the
ability of the recommender system to explore the entire
item catalog [12]. We adopted a version of catalog coverage
[10, 20], that we call perceived catalog coverage, the ratio
of actually recommended items compared to the number of
items measured over the entire test period. Larger cover-
age means that users get more diverse recommendations in

4This value is 1.0 at two data sets as TV1 and TV2 data
might have been filtered for duplicate events.

general, that is usually considered as a desired property of
the recommender system [20]. Usually more accurate recom-
mender algorithms tend to have lower coverage [22], since—
by the nature of the concept—many users prefer popular
items, therefore models being biased towards popular items
achieve higher accuracy but lower coverage.

Seasonality was used as context information, because it
relies solely on time stamp of the events that is available
in all of the data sets. On seasonality we mean that we
define a periodicity and divide it into smaller time intervals
called time bands. For example, hours of a day can be time
bands of a day, or the weekdays and the weekend can be
time bands of a week. The context of an event is the time
band in which it happened. The periodicity (or season) was
a week for the Grocery data set and one day for the others,
because users tend to do shopping once or twice a week,
while activities related to music listening or movies watching
show daily periodicity. The time bands were the days of the
week for Grocery and four hour long time windows for the
other databases.

4.1 Initial results
The first experiment revolves around the usefulness of the

context-aware similarities. The results are showcased in Ta-
ble 3. Since no item-2-item similarities are given, we perform
the evaluation schema as described next. We assume that if
a user interacts with two subsequent items then the second
one can be considered as a meaningful recommendation to
the first one, if the time difference between the two events is
not very large. Thus recall and MAP values were measured
as follows: the events in the test set were ordered by their
time stamps. A preceding event of an event is defined as
the closest event within 24 hours. If there was no preceding
event than no recommendations can be generated and the
algorithms can not score on given test event, but it is still
considered in the measurements. In case the an existing
preceding event, an item-to-item recommendation list was
generated to the item of the preceding event.

General observations: As it was expected, scalar prod-
uct similarities generally achieve higher recall (and MAP)
and lower coverage, because they prefer more popular items.
The iTALSx-based model acts more similarly to the context-
unaware similarity than the iTALS-based model. It is espe-
cially true when L2 similarities are used. The iTALS-models
with L2 context-aware similarities seem to be very sensitive
to the quality of the context dimension (e.g. performance
on TV2 with season and on Grocery with seq. is very poor).

Grocery dataset: Recall is similar for the context-unaware
and context-aware similarities using cosine similarity (both
level 1 and 2). This implies that the average number of rele-
vant items recommended are similar for each method. How-
ever the L2 similarity with the iTALS-based model achieves
higher MAP. This means that the ranking of those items is
better. The coverage of the recommendations is much higher
for the context-aware methods using cosine similarity. With
scalar product similarity the coverage also increases in most
cases, the accuracy (recall and MAP values) of the algorithm
is also significantly better, especially if iTALS-based models
are used.

TV1 dataset: The results are similar with both cosine and
scalar product similarity. The iTALS-based models perform
similarly to the context-unaware method, while the iTALSx-
based model performs slightly better. The only outstanding



Table 2: Main properties of the data sets

Dataset Domain
Training set Test set

#Users #Items #Events Multi #Events Length

Grocery E-grocery 24947 16883 6238269 3.0279 56449 1 month
TV1 IPTV 70771 773 544947 1.0000 12296 1 week
TV2 IPTV 449684 3398 2528215 1.0000 21866 1 day
LastFM Music 992 174091 18908597 21.2715 17941 1 day

Table 3: Results with context manually set

RECALL@20

Cosine similarity Scalar product

Dataset Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx iTALSxN iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx

Grocery 0.0740 0.0738 0.0720 0.0729 0.0733 0.0836 0.0711 0.1323 0.0859 0.1244 0.0863
TV1 0.0587 0.0591 0.0621 0.0514 0.0617 0.0860 0.0548 0.0599 0.0629 0.0522 0.0843
TV2 0.2167 0.1915 0.2180 0.0183 0.2151 0.2097 0.1954 0.1515 0.1764 0.0364 0.1729
LastFM 0.1035 0.1098 0.0936 0.1051 0.1018 0.1002 0.0920 0.1073 0.0768 0.1099 0.0827

MAP@20

Cosine similarity Scalar product

Dataset Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx iTALSxN iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx

Grocery 0.1237 0.1260 0.1123 0.2007 0.1244 0.1811 0.1326 0.4038 0.1677 0.4041 0.1689
TV1 0.0147 0.0160 0.0149 0.0142 0.0167 0.0294 0.0142 0.0172 0.0151 0.0144 0.0242
TV2 0.0657 0.0571 0.0638 0.0028 0.0623 0.0740 0.0576 0.0442 0.0489 0.0077 0.0494
LastFM 0.4883 0.5096 0.4226 0.6325 0.5020 0.5416 0.4571 0.5410 0.3670 0.6424 0.3459

COVERAGE

Cosine similarity Scalar product

Dataset Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx iTALSxN iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx

Grocery 88.83% 94.06% 94.87% 93.40% 94.01% 89.61% 61.75% 63.81% 78.99% 85.44% 46.32%
TV1 87.84% 81.24% 89.13% 93.79% 93.01% 92.11% 79.82% 57.70% 79.30% 79.43% 75.29%
TV2 93.41% 93.64% 94.14% 58.62% 85.82% 83.70% 40.32% 19.48% 28.08% 20.66% 26.72%
LastFM 17.78% 18.57% 20.98% 9.02% 14.53% 13.87% 10.94% 11.36% 11.28% 3.08% 9.88%

result is the L2 iTALSx-based similarity with scalar product.
Also, the coverage values for the L2 methods and cosine
similarity outperform that of the basic method.

TV2 dataset: In earlier works we found that seasonality
(with these settings at least) does not suit this data set as
a context dimension. Thus it is surprising that the context-
aware approaches are on par with the basic approach. The
iTALS-based models are slightly worse, while iTALSx-models
achieve approximately the same results when cosine similar-
ity is used. ITALS L2 similarity has poor performance with
scalar product, because this approach is very sensitive to the
quality of context.

LastFM dataset: The performance of iTALS-based meth-
ods are a little bit better, while iTALSx-based approaches
are slightly outperformed by the basic method. However,
there is a notable increment in the coverage for context-
aware methods, except for L2 iTALS-based.

4.2 Sensitivity to context quality
The second experiment examines the sensitivity of the ap-

proaches to context quality (see Table 4). Here the context-
states were created automatically using a simple clustering
within the context dimension to suit the data better [13]. As
shown in [13], the automatically determined context-states

performs usually better than the manually constructed ones.
The improved quality of the context dimension enables

the context-aware methods to perform better. Apparently
the iTALS-based approach can benefit more from this than
the other model, because it is more sensitive. The usage of
automatic context selection improved the results by an av-
erage of 1.62% and 4.01% for iTALS and iTALSx models on
Level1 and by 216.35% and 11.06% respectively on Level2.
We highlight two extreme cases from the results. The first
is context-aware, iTALS-based L2 similarity on TV1. Here
recall is 7–9 times the recall of the basic approach. The ac-
tual ratio depends on the similarity metric. The other one
is the same method on TV2. In this case the recall is a
small fraction of that of the basic method. These examples
demonstrates how the similarity metric L2 with ITALS is
sensitive to the proper context values.

4.3 Which approach to use?
The experiments show that each method has its strengths

and weaknesses, thus a clear winner can not be declared. If
the quality of the context dimension (w.r.t. the problem) is
acceptable than L1 methods with either model can be used
to increase coverage without loss in accuracy. The relative
performance of iTALS and iTALSx models depends on the



Table 4: Results with context automatically set

RECALL@20

Cosine similarity Scalar product

Dataset Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx iTALSxN iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx

Grocery 0.0740 0.0769 0.0766 0.0899 0.0958 0.1021 0.0711 0.1341 0.0956 0.1373 0.1013
TV1 0.0587 0.0586 0.0636 0.5270 0.0630 0.0796 0.0548 0.0601 0.0660 0.3958 0.1108
TV2 0.0657 0.1992 0.2175 0.0383 0.2162 0.2084 0.1954 0.1534 0.1747 0.0309 0.1735
LastFM 0.1035 0.1090 0.0953 0.1239 0.1011 0.1044 0.0920 0.1108 0.0817 0.1116 0.0881

MAP@20

Cosine similarity Scalar product

Dataset Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

Non-CA
CA Level1 CA Level2

iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx iTALSxN iTALS iTALSx iTALS iTALSx

Grocery 0.1237 0.1386 0.1294 0.2040 0.2737 0.3299 0.1326 0.3990 0.2350 0.4327 0.2790
TV1 0.0147 0.0158 0.0156 0.1071 0.0165 0.0293 0.0142 0.0166 0.0160 0.0929 0.0466
TV2 0.0657 0.0592 0.0613 0.0118 0.0631 0.0771 0.0576 0.0445 0.0473 0.0073 0.0494
LastFM 0.4883 0.5036 0.4275 0.8078 0.4792 0.4849 0.4571 0.5572 0.3718 0.6870 0.3847

used similarity metric and the properties of the data set. For
example: data with stronger popularity-effect can tolerate
more noise in the context dimension when scalar product
similarity is used instead of cosine similarity. Generally, the
iTALS-based model should be applied in such a setting that
tolerates better the noise in the context.

If the context quality is fair, then L2 similarities can greatly
improve performance. The iTALS model is often better in
this scenario, and may increase recall beyond expectations
(see TV1 results in Table 4). However the sensitivity of
iTALS to context selection is a double-edged sword, and
thus can yield in large performance decrease (see TV2 re-
sults in Table 4). If the context quality is poor, then no
improvement can be expected from context-aware methods
in general, including context-aware similarities as well. In
such a case, one should stick to be original context-unaware
approach.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed context-aware similarity functions

based on the feature vectors of context-aware factorization
methods. Two levels of context-awareness were defined. On
the first level, context is only used to enable the algorithm to
be able to learn the item features better, but the similarities
themselves are not context-aware. The more advanced level-
2 approaches define context-dependent similarity functions.

We measured recall, MAP and coverage in the experi-
ments performed on four implicit feedback data sets, but not
clear winner could be specified. The proposed approaches
can improve either accuracy (recall and MAP) or coverage,
or in certain cases both. The context independent level-1
methods, where context is only used during the learning,
perform consistently, but usually only slight improvement
can be achieved over the baseline. On the other hand, con-
text dependent similarity approaches are very sensitive to
the context quality. This can result both in outstanding
and in very poor performance. The sensitivity is different for
the two investigated models: the Hadamard product based
iTALS is much more sensitive than the pairwise product
based iTALSx model.

The results suggest that in a practical application sce-

nario, context-aware item-2-item recommendation algorithms
are advised to be used since at least a small improvement
can always be achieved with level-1 approaches. From level-
2 approaches, the more robust iTALSx-based method can
be used safely almost every time, while on the other hand,
the more sensitive level-2 iTALS-based methods should be
used with care, but can greatly improve the performance if
used with proper context dimension.

Future work includes the through examination of context
dimensions and context states that will enable us to predict
which context dimension will prove useful for a given prob-
lem and with a given model. We assume that some context
dimensions are more suitable for creating context-aware item
biases (or in other words: too promote and demote items),
while others are more useful in a reweighting setting, and
we assume that this property of the context can be prede-
termined from the data.
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